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Abstract. The wide variety of classification systems and new discoveries by taxonomists have led to an increase in the diversity 

of biological information, especially taxon concepts. However, associations between taxon concepts across research institutes 

are very difficult to establish because there is no one single interpretation of a taxon concept’s name. Owing to this difficulty, 

further integration of the increase in biological knowledge is proving very complicated when it deals with multiple sources of 

data or depends upon different taxon concepts. This research aims to develop a framework for linking multiple related taxon 

concepts and their evolutionary relationship across research repositories, and to preserve the background knowledge to their 

changes. To achieve these goals, we propose a logical model for taxon concepts in the Resource Description Framework (RDF). 

In this study, we implement a prototype to demonstrate the feasibility and the performance of our approach. The results of our 

study show that our model can publish taxon information as Linked Data with additional benefits from the Linked Open Data 

Cloud. 
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1. Introduction 

More than a million species throughout the world have 

been described and classified with appropriate naming 

according to their characteristics such as morphologi-

cal characters, living behaviors, and DNA sequences 

[1,2]. Many taxonomists have dedicated themselves to 

studying living organisms, and their knowledge has 

been published for more than one hundred years. 

However, this knowledge has not always been shared 

between all researchers around the world. In addition, 

there is no consensus on classification systems among 

all taxonomists. In other words, taxonomists might 

have different perspectives when it comes to classify-

ing and naming living organisms. As a consequence, a 

single species is often classified and named differently 

[2]. For instance, if we take the Chinese yellow swal-

lowtail butterfly named Papilio xuthus Linnaeus, 1767 
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as an example, we see that taxonomists at different re-

search institutes have given this species different 

names, such as xuthulus Bremer, 1861; chinensis Neu-

burger, 1900; koxinga Fruhstorfer, 1908; and neoxu-

thus Fruhstorfer, 1908. Each name may reflect partic-

ular details observed by each researcher. To under-

stand this butterfly thoroughly, we therefore need to 

know all of its synonyms across multiple datasets, and 

then link them and their associated information to-

gether via the Internet [7]. 

In addition, the progress of taxonomic studies fre-

quently causes the redefinition of taxon concepts, i.e., 

the circumscription of the taxon [2]. For instance, two 

genera of owls, Bubo and Nyctea, were merged into 

the prior genus Bubo. Following the change of these 

genera, the scientific name of the snowy owl Nyctea 

scandiaca has been subsequently changed to Bubo 



scandiacus in order to satisfy the zoological nomen-

clature [3]. Thus, the scientific name and the taxo-

nomic concept lacked a single interpretation in biol-

ogy [4,5]. Due to such a change of taxonomic names, 

when a scholar who studies species data accesses just 

the information containing only the new scientific 

name, she or he sometimes misses important infor-

mation that was recorded with its former scientific 

names. 

Moreover, some researchers may have an incorrect 

understanding of some taxon concepts as a result of 

them having been reclassified frequently. For example, 

the Baltimore oriole (Icerus galbula Linnaeus, 1758) 

and the Bullock’s oriole (I. bullockii Swainson, 1827). 

In 1964, Sibley and Short argued that these two spe-

cies should be merged into a single species [13]. As a 

result, the former name, I. gulbula, became the ac-

cepted name, whereas I. bullockii was a junior syno-

nym of I. gulbula. By contrast, in 1995, research re-

sults regarding the DNA sequences of the two species 

led to the splitting of I. galbula into I. gulbula and I. 

bullockii again [14]. Although these two species are 

currently separate, some information on I. galbula, es-

pecially that recorded between 1964 and 1995, might 

include some important details on I. bullockii. Re-

searchers sometimes obtain imprecise information 

when they simply search for information using the 

name I. galbula only. In addition to learning about the 

change in taxon concepts with time, researchers have 

to pay attention to the significant causes of a taxo-

nomic name change in order to understand the taxo-

nomic knowledge more accurately. 

In light of the issues mentioned above, this study is 

an attempt to address the problem of incorrect inter-

pretation of taxon concepts. An approach to enable 

links between taxon concepts to be made in a precise 

context and the preservation of their background in-

formation is clearly needed. 

Recently, research is being conducted on the man-

agement of change in scientific conception. This re-

search uses a semantic web to develop the meta-ontol-

ogy of a biological name (TaxMeOn). To the best of 

our knowledge, this method proposes a model for 

managing and representing changes in the scientific 

preposition of biological names and taxonomies, and 

emphasizes how the biological names are published 

[6]. However, the model does not support the view that 

an underlying knowledge of the changes is required 

for the correct interpretation of taxon concepts. Fur-

ther research in this area may lead to the inclusion of 

the historical changes of the concepts and information 

that is essential to an understanding of the situation re-

garding their changes as well. 

The purpose of our research is to formulate a logical 

model for preserving temporal changes in taxon con-

cepts, describing the background to their changes, and 

linking related concepts. This paper introduces an on-

tology for collecting changes in taxon concepts and 

the cause and effect of the change, and link the data 

that result from the change in those concepts.  

To accomplish this goal, we have considered utiliz-

ing the Contextual Knowledge for Archives (CKA) 

approach [8] to capture the changes in taxon concepts 

and their context. We have, moreover, reused some 

Fig. 1. Analysis of changes in taxon concepts 



taxonomic terms from Linked Open Data for ACa-

demia (LODAC) [15], employed Simple Knowledge 

Organization System (SKOS) [16] vocabularies to 

manage the relationships between concepts, and pub-

licized data to the Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud 

[17]. In addition, we have implemented a prototype to 

prove the feasibility of our proposed model. Finally, 

we evaluated this work by performance testing and 

through discussions with researchers who specialize in 

species data. 

The background, goal, and related work have been 

reviewed in this section. In Section 2, we introduce the 

logical model together with fundamental concept 

ideas. Section 3 presents the prototype. Then we dis-

cuss its outcome in Section 4. Lastly, in Section 5, we 

draw conclusions and suggest some future improve-

ments. 

2. A Logical Model for Taxonomic Concepts 

Here we present a logical model for taxonomic con-

cepts for expanding knowledge using LOD, which 

also is known as Linked Taxonomic Knowledge 

(LTK). Our model is in the form of an ontology to-

gether with semantic web rules. In this section, we il-

lustrate the knowledge structure for this domain and 

provide a formal definition of our approach, a descrip-

tion of the rules, and a method to utilize our approach 

in the Resource Description Framework (RDF). 

 A knowledge structure to represent taxonomic 

concepts and their changes 

First, we studied how to classify a change from a taxon 

concept. We found that there are two major categories: 

change of name and change of classification [2,6,11]. 

A taxon name can be changed for several reasons. For 

example, Hoare (2008) announced the genus 

Kendrickia (ostracods). Then Kempf (2010) found 

that this genus was a primary junior homonym of 

Kendrickia Solem, 1985 (gastropods), and proposed 

the name Dickhoarea as a replacement name for the 

Kendrickia Hoare, 2008. This led to the subsequent 

change of species names; for instance, Kendrickia 

asketos has been renamed as Dickhoarea asketos since 

Kampf announced the name in 2010 [2]. In addition to 

such name changes, taxonomic classification changes 

according to the progress of taxonomic research. For 

example, the genus Columba (pigeons) has been di-

vided into five genera: Patagioenas, Chloroenas, 

Lepidoenas, Oenoenas, and Columba, where the latter 

Columba is narrower than the former one. Some spe-

cies of the genus Columba have been assigned to one 

of these newly separated genera, for instance, Co-

lumba speciosa was changed to Patagioenas speciosa 

[12]. On the basis of the changes in taxon concepts, an 

analysis of them is described in Figure 1. 

Next, we reviewed the ideas in TaxMeOn. The in-

tention of this model is to describe the various names 

of a taxon concept by giving an individual Uniform 

Resource Identifier (URI) to each name’s label and 

linking them [6]. TaxMeOn puts forward the view that 

when a concept’s scope is changed, the changed con-

cept needs to be recognized as a new identifier. For 

instance, the genus Bubo, before merging with Nyctea, 

must not have the same identifier as Bubo after merg-

ing [2,3]. In addition, the context of the new Bubo 

should be similar to the old one by sharing their attrib-

utes, so most attributes of the previous Bubo have to 

be copied to the new Bubo. 

Fig. 2.  Model: Change in relationship between concepts 



Next, to publish data, we reviewed standards that 

can be reused for our work. To model the entities of 

taxon concepts, we considered reusing vocabularies 

from LODAC, a project to publish a wide range of ac-

ademic data including species information [15]. 

Another issue is how to describe the changes in con-

cept and associate the information in the change. In 

this paper, we primarily employed the CKA approach. 

This offers a logical model developed based on 

Flouris’s theory for presenting changes in conceptions, 

such as merging, replacing, and splitting. It also pre-

sents the reasons behind changes, changes in relation-

ships such as the reclassification of a concept, and 

links between related concepts. CKA depicts a change 

in a concept as a dynamic RDF statement that contains 

facts and temporal information [8-10]. The formal de-

scription of the dynamic knowledge for our model is 

given in the next section. 

 A Formal Model for the Dynamically Taxonomic 

Knowledge 

As mentioned in the previous section, the change in 

taxon concepts and the change in relationship between 

them are key players in linking taxonomic knowledge. 

To present general definitions for the change in taxo-

nomic knowledge, we formally propose a model for 

the taxonomic concept. Our formal model is basically 

derived from the CKA approach [8]. The approach in-

troduces a time interval domain, a function of the 

change in concepts, a function of the change in rela-

tionship between two concepts, and a function to pre-

sent temporal contextual knowledge along with a des-

ignated community and particular time. 

We start by describing the definition of a time in-

terval that comprises a start time point and an end time 

point. For instance, the notation “[1996, 2010)” de-

notes a time interval from the year 1996 through to but 

not including the year 2010. 

Next, we reviewed the function of the change in 

concepts, cka:ConceptEvolution, that contains a set of 

concepts before the change, a set of concepts after the 

change, and a time interval. By reusing this function, 

we categorize the change in concepts into three func-

tions: ltk:TaxonMerger, ltk:TaxonSplitter, and 

ltk:TaxonReplacement. These operations are associ-

ated with three linking properties: ltk:mergedInto, 

ltk:splitInto, and ltk:replacedTo, respectively. Figure 

2 shows the derivation of these operations, which are 

subclasses of cka:ConceptEvolution, and links to their 

associating properties. 

In addition to the change in concepts, we considered 

the function of the change in the relationship between 

concepts, also known as cka:RelationshipEvolution, to 

capture the change in taxonomic context. This func-

tion generally records the transition of a triple by 

changing the object of the triple, but the subject and 

the predicate of the triple remain unchanged. To gain 

benefit from this function, we introduced operations to 

give evidence of the change in the relationship be-

tween two taxon concepts. For example, the change in 

the classification of a taxon concept, ltk:HigherTaxon-

Change, contributed a procedure to record the change 

in the higher taxon rank of a taxon concept by switch-

ing the object of a predicate named ltk:higherTaxon to 

another one. Therefore, ltk:HigherTaxonChange is a 

subclass of cka:RelationshipEvolution, and it is in 

charge of alternating a triple containing the relation-

ship property named ltk:higherTaxon, as shown in 

Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Model: The change of relationship between concepts 

To apply our approach for taxonomic knowledge, 

the following situation demonstrates that the remodel-

ing of genera results in a species name change. The 

scenario is that there were two higher taxon concepts, 

A and B, and a third concept, x, was recognized as a 

member of B. During the interval time between time 

point t1 and time point t2, two higher taxon concepts, 

A and B, were merged into a higher taxon concept, C, 

and so the higher taxon concepts A and B are no longer 

accepted names. The change in these higher taxon 

concepts results in the reclassification of the taxon 



concept x from the former higher taxon concept B to 

the latter higher taxon concept C. Our model expresses 

this scenario by interpreting A, B, and C as taxon con-

cepts. Figure 4 demonstrates the change in taxon con-

cepts, the change in relationship between them, and 

the contextual knowledge entity. First, the change in 

taxon concept, ex:merge1, is the merging of A and B 

into C. Thus the given values of cka:conceptBefore are 

A and B, while the given value of cka:conceptAfter is 

C. Second, the change in relationship between con-

cepts, ex:reclass1, is the reclassification of x from B to 

C. Hence, x, B, and C are assigned to cka:child ( 

cka:subject), cka:parentBefore ( cka:objectBefore), 

and cka:parentAfter ( cka:objectAfter), respectively. 

Moreover, according to this scenario, ex:merge1 con-

tributed to ex:reclass1, so it can express that cka:effect 

maps ex:merge1 to ex:reclass1. Last, the contextual 

knowledge entity, ex:theChange1, confirms the two 

changes as mentioned above by a property named 

cka:assures, and identifies a temporal identity by a 

property named cka:interval. The temporal identity 

mentions a begin time point “t1” by a property 

tl:beginAtDateTime, and an end time point “t2” by a 

property named tl:endAtDateTime. 

 Semantic Web Rules for Executing Taxonomic 

Knowledge 

The examples cited in the previous section are general 

patterns to represent the changes in taxonomic 

knowledge. The temporal change in taxonomic 

knowledge is represented by a dynamic description. 

However, in real-world situations, regular clients al-

ways access and present the information from static 

RDF statements. Thus, we here introduce rules to ex-

ecute the dynamic data for generating flat triples. 

First, finding the evolutionary relationship between 

taxon concepts before and after merging is performed 

by the rule below: 

TaxonMerger(?chg)  

∧ conceptBefore(?chg,?c1)  

∧ conceptAfter(?chg,?c2)  

⇒ mergedInto(?c1,?c2) 

The rule contains symbols named ?chg, ?c1, 

and ?c2 which are the variables of an operation of 

change, a taxon concept before the change, and a taxon 

concept after change, respectively. In this case, it is a 

merging operation, so the variable ?chg must be de-

fined as an instance of the operation TaxonMerger. 

Executing this rule results in the linked data of taxon 

concepts ― A, B, and C ― as shown in Figure 5. In 

practice, we define a generic rule for each case, so the 

class named TaxonMerger and the property named 

mergedInto have to be represented by variables in-

stead. The following statement expresses the common 

rule to link concepts before the change (?c1) and con-

Fig. 4.  Model: Example change of taxonomic knowledge 



cepts after the change (?c2), where the link is repre-

sented by a property (?p) bound with the operation of 

change (?opr). Then, a triple containing ?c1, ?p, 

and ?c2 is produced 

subClassOf(ConceptEvolution,?opr) 

∧ linkinProperty(?opr,?p) 

∧ type(?opr,?chg)  

∧ conceptBefore(?chg,?c1) 

∧ conceptAfter(?chg,?c2)  

⇒ ?p(?c1,?c2) 

In addition to the rule for linking taxon concepts, 

we also introduce a rule to transform the dynamic in-

formation into a list of static triples. Before executing 

the following rule, it is necessary to filter only some 

changes so that the input time point exists within its 

time range. After that, a property (?p), which is bound 

with an operation of the change in relationship (?opr), 

maps a subject (?s) and an object after the change 

(?oafter) to construct a triple.  

subClassOf(RelationshipEvolution,?opr)  

∧ relation(?opr,?p)  

∧ type(?opr,?chg)  

∧ subject(?chg,?s)  

∧ objectAfter(?chg,?oafter)  

⇒ ?p(?s,?oafter)  

For changes appearing before the specific time 

point, a relationship between a subject and an object 

after the change did not exist. Therefore, an object be-

fore the change (?obefore) became an object of a triple 

formed by the following rule:  

subClassOf(RelationshipEvolution,?opr)  

∧ relation(?opr,?p)  
∧ type(?opr,?chg)  

∧ subject(?chg,?s)  

∧ objectBefore(?chg,?obefore)  

⇒ ?p(?s,?obefore) 

Consequently, Figure 6 shows that the classification 

of a taxon concept x is interpreted variously according 

to different time points. The result after performing the 

rules is that concept x is under B before time t1, while 

x is under C during the time between t1 and t2. 

 Representing the LTK Approach in RDF 

Having proposed the formal description and rules, we 

now demonstrate how to utilize the RDF model to pre-

sent and execute the dynamic knowledge of taxon con-

cepts described in the previous sections. According to 

the change in the genus Columba, the following state-

ments give the data of Columba in RDF language. In-

itially, our work presents the relationship between a 

species and a genus using a property species:hasSu-

perTaxon and uses the notation species: and genus: as 

Fig. 5.  Rule: Execution of the change of taxon concepts 



namespaces of species and genus in LODAC, respec-

tively.  

species:Columba_speciosa 

  species:hasSuperTaxon   

    genus:Columba . 

Then, the RDF statement below expresses the split-

ting of the genus Columba together with a reference 

time point. 

ex:change2003   

  cka:interval 

    [tl:beginAtDateTime “2003”] ; 

  cka:assures      ex:split1 . 

 

ex:split1  

  rdf:type  ltk:TaxonSplitter ; 

  cka:conceptBefore   

     genus:Columba ; 

cka:conceptAfter   

    genus:Patagioenas ,   

    genus:Chloroenas , 

    genus:Lepidoenas , 

    genus:Oenoenas , 

    genus:Columba_2003 . 

Furthermore, the framework provides a technique 

to transform dynamic RDF statements into static ones 

along with a given specific time point. For example, 

after the year 2003, relationships between genus:Co-

lumba and its allies can be found as follows:  

genus:Columba  ltk:splitInto 

    genus:Patagioenas ,  

    genus:Chloroenas , 

    genus:Lepidoenas ,  

    genus:Oenoenas , 

    genus:Columba_2003 . 

Technically, the CKA framework allows other on-

tologies to customize one's own operations of changes 

for particular proposes. This is done by extending ei-

ther the class cka:ConceptEvolution for the change in 

a concept’s scope or the class cka:RelationEvolution 

for the change in the binary relationship between two 

concepts. For example, the operations of the change in 

taxon concepts, such as ltk:TaxonMerger and ltk:Tax-

onSplitter, are descend from cka:ConceptEvolution. 

Thus, when there are new properties that are not a part 

of either CKA or LTK, such as color, gene, size, organ, 

or behavior, new operations need to be initiated by ex-

tending one of the mentioned classes from CKA and 

then binding the new operations with related proper-

ties. In addition, this model states a change in either 

taxon concepts or their relationships as a unit of 

change. This offers an association between related 

units of changes by having two properties, cka:cause 

Fig. 6.  Rule: Execution of change of relationship between taxon concepts 



and cka:effect, to express the reason and the outcome 

of a change, respectively. For example, Figure 7 

shows the previous information of the newly regis-

tered name Patagioenas speciosa. Consequently, we 

can find the history of the name Patagioenas speciosa 

and then use its background concepts, such as the old 

name Columba speciosa, to explore more information 

published in LOD.  

To link data with LOD Cloud, we have proposed 

useful operations that specify the change in taxon con-

cepts, the changes in details of a taxon concept, the 

changes in relationships between taxon concepts, and 

the background information of the change. All opera-

tions are defined by extending vocabularies from the 

well-known ontology named SKOS and properties 

from LODAC and CKA. The namespaces and exam-

ple properties used by our model are described in Ta-

bles 1 and 2. As a result, the data from our approach 

can be linked to data from other repositories.  

Table 1 

Prefixes and their matching namespaces used in this paper 

Prefix Namespace 

ltk: Linked Taxonomic Knowledge Ontology 

http://lod.ac/ontology/ltk-onto# 

cka: Contextual Knowledge for Archives On-

tology [8] 

http://www.cka.org/2012/01/cka-onto# 

tl: Timeline Ontology [20] 

http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/timeline.owl# 

soic: Semantically-Interlinked Online Com-

munities Core Ontology [21] 

http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns# 

dcterm: Dublin Core Terms Namespace [22] 

http://purl.org/dc/terms/ 

bibo: Bibliographic Ontology [23] 

http://purl.org/ontology/bibo/ 

foaf: Friend of a Friend Ontology [19] 

http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ 

species: LODAC Species [15] 

http://lod.ac/species/ 

skos: Simple Knowledge Organization System 

Namespace [16] 

http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core# 
 

Table 2 

Some properties provided LTK Ontology 

Properties rdfs:subPropertyOf 

ltk:higherTaxon cka:higherClass,   

skos:broaderTransitive, 

and species:hasSuperTaxon 

ltk:replacedTo cka:serialLinkTo,  

ltk:synonym,  

species:hasSynonym,  

and skos:exactMatch 

ltk:mergedInto cka:serialLinkTo,  

and skos:relatedMatch 

ltk:majorMergedInto cka:serialLinkTo,  

and skos:closeMatch 

ltk:splitInto cka:serialLinkTo,  

and skos:relatedMatch 

ltk:majorSplitInto cka:serialLinkTo,  

and skos:closeMatch 

ltk:synonym skos:exactMatch,  

and species:hasSynonym 

For instance, the old concepts genus:Nyctea and ge-

nus:Bubo have been merged into a new concept 

named Bubo. As stated previously, the new identifier 

of the genus Bubo has to be initiated, because its new 

scope is larger than the former one. We suggest ending 

the identifier with a string representing the year in 

which the new name was created, so the new identifier 

of genus:Bubo becomes genus:Bubo_1999. To link 

two evolutionary concepts, LTK provides the property 

named ltk:mergedInto to represent the evolutionary 

relationship of the merging between a concept before 

and a concept after merging. As a result, the relation-

ship between genus:Nyctea and genus:Bubo_1999 re-

mains to be associated by the property ltk:mergedInto. 

Moreover, in the case where a former concept and a 

latter concept are very similar, it could be better to use 

a property name ltk:majorMergedInto to demonstrate 

Fig. 7.  Cause and effect between two changes 



the very close relationship between them, such as ge-

nus:Bubo and genus:Bubo_1999. As Nyctea was 

merged to Bubo, Nyctea scandiaca, the only member 

species of Nyctea, is transferred to Bubo and the name 

is changed to Bubo scandiacus [2,3]. The following 

RDF statements describe the merging of two genera, 

the renaming of a species under the genus Nyctea, and 

the reclassification of a species under the genus Bubo. 

ex:change1999 

  bibo:performer  

    pp:Wing, pp:Heidrich ; 

  bibo:issuer  pp:Richard ; 

  dcterms:source  pub:5224773 ; 

  cka:interval 

    [tl:beginAtDateTime “1999”] ; 

  cka:assures  ex:mg1, ex:rp1, ex:ac1 . 
 

ex:mg1  

  rdf:type  ltk:TaxonMerger ; 

  cka:conceptBefore     

    genus:Bubo, genus:Nyctea ; 

  cka:conceptAfter      

    genus:Bubo_1999 . 
 

ex:rp1   

  rdf:type ltk:TaxonReplacement ; 

  cka:conceptBefore     

    species:Nyctea_scandiaca ; 

  cka:conceptAfter      

    species:Bubo_scandiacus . 
 

ex:ac1 

rdf:type  ltk:HigherTaxonAddition ; 

  cka:child  species:Bubo_scandiacus ; 

  cka:parent  genus:Bubo_1999 . 
 

ex:mg1  cka:cause   ex:rp1 . 

ex:rp1  cka:detail  ex:ac1 . 

After that, semantic web rules are implemented in 

order to transform dynamic RDF data into flat RDF 

statements. For example, a rule that infers the merging 

operation of taxon concepts is presented as follows: 

?change  rdf:type  ltk:TaxonMerger . 

?change  cka:conceptBefore  ?before . 

?change  cka:conceptAfter  ?after . 

?before  ltk:mergedInto  ?after . 

When all rules are executed, the following inferred 

RDF statements are produced to present the associa-

tions between changed taxon concepts: 

genus:Nyctea ltk:mergedInto   

    genus:Bubo_1999 . 

genus:Bubo ltk:majorMergedInto 

    genus:Bubo_1999 . 

species:Bubo_scandiacus  

  ltk:higherTaxon     

    genus:Bubo_1999 . 

species:Bubo_scandiacus    

  ltk:synonym 

    species:Nyctea_scandiaca . 
 

genus:Nyctea  cka:expired  “1999” . 

genus:Bubo  cka:expired  “1999” . 

genus:Bubo_1999  cka:entered  “1999” . 

species:Nyctea_scandiaca 

  cka:expired  “1999” . 

species:Bubo_scandiacus 

  cka:entered  “1999” . 

A transfer into a simple RDF statement containing 

a subject, a predicate, and an object is useful for a cli-

ent. This simple format is easier for working with 

well-known ontologies in order to query by well-

known properties. For example, the properties 

skos:closeMatch and species:hasSuperTaxon in query 

statements can produce the same results as the ones 

from ltk:synonym and ltk:higerTaxon, respectively. 

This approach also allows users to check existence of 

a concept by inquiring either the properties named 

cka:entered or the properties named cka:expired. 

Moreover, LTK provides more operations that de-

scribes the attributes of a taxon concept such as 

dwc:scientificName [18], foaf:depiction [19], and spe-

cies:hasCommonName [15]. Some of them are de-

scribed in Appendix. 

In conclusion, the formal model is described by the 

temporal change in taxonomic knowledge, and rules 

for executing the dynamic descriptions. It also pre-

sents how to use the model for real-world cases of the 

change in taxon concepts in RDF. However, in the 

case where more properties are needed for specific 

purpose, developers can customize their operations by 

extending our framework. 



3. Prototype 

Our proposed logical model is intended to manage the 

change in taxonomic knowledge represented in RDF. 

In order to verify the possibility and feasibility of our 

work, a prototype has been developed. The main pur-

pose of its implementation is to execute and present 

dynamic knowledge of taxon concepts. A system ar-

chitecture and a demonstration for a web application 

to realize our approach are also presented. 

 Functionalities 

The prototype is implemented on the basis of two key 

functions: (1) defining and executing the change in 

taxon concepts, and (2) presenting the temporal infor-

mation of a taxon concept. 

 The first function allows users to input changes in 

taxon concepts by recording a list of change opera-

tions, their parameters, and metadata. It also offers a 

bulk load feature for importing the set of changes in 

RDF into the system directly. When the input data is 

submitted, rule-based reasoning produces the evolu-

tionary relationships of taxon concepts, and then the 

system collects the RDF data in an RDF data store. 

In addition to the execution of dynamic data, the 

other function offers an interface to present temporal 

information and linked data of a taxon concept. The 

prototype lets users browse the URI of a taxon concept 

and a specific time point in XSD:DateTime format, 

and then it displays the temporal information of the 

taxon concept together with its evolutionary relation-

ship concepts and any background information regard-

ing changes. 

 Implementation 

In order to accomplish these key activities, we ana-

lyzed the functions, designed a system architecture, 

employed well-known open source tools, and did the 

programming to implement the web application for 

end users and service interfaces for client applications. 

The system architecture of the prototype is a web-

based system, as shown in Figure 8, comprising three 

layers: presentation layer, business layer, and data ac-

cess layer. 

The presentation layer displays information related 

to such services as creating and executing the change 

in a taxon concept, and presenting the taxonomic 

knowledge. It communicates with other service end-

points by outputting results to users or client applica-

tions. The user can browse the information by using a 

web application created by PHP, whereas the client 

applications can access the data by using LTK web 

Fig. 8.  Prototype: System Architecture 



services written in Java, and SPARQL endpoint pro-

vided by OpenRDF [25].  

 In addition to the presentation layer, the business 

logic layer controls an application’s functionality by 

performing data processing. Knowledge Engine, a 

Java-based component, is the main module that man-

ages dynamic RDF data together with semantic web 

rules and related ontologies in order to construct taxo-

nomic knowledge and linked data of taxon concepts. 

Technically, this component normalizes and forwards 

RDF data to the data store directly. It also queries RDF 

data via the SPARQL engine with an API from 

OpenRDF. Moreover, a semantic web rule engine de-

veloped using Apache Jena [24] transforms the dy-

namic RDF data into a simple data structure. 

Lastly, the data access layer built for the storage and 

retrieval of triples collects subject-predicate-objects 

from components in the upper layers. Our experiment 

uses OpenRDF, which provides high capacity with 

great performance. It additionally offers an API that 

performs well with Jena. 

All of these layers run on a server that is connected 

to the Internet, so it is ready to serve the LTK services 

to end users or client applications. Moreover, the sys-

tem architecture is flexible, enabling application to 

other domains. Developers can customize semantic 

web rules and ontologies to their own requirements, 

and publish the data for open access.  

 LTK Services 

As a result of the services provided in the presentation 

layer, all interfaces are conveniently accessible over 

the Internet. This section illustrates how to use ser-

vices from this prototype by describing web applica-

tion and web services. 

Fig. 9.  Model: View showing taxonomic knowledge of a taxon concept 



3.3.1. Web Application 

Beginning with the web application, it contains two 

main parts, an administration interface and a user in-

terface. 

An administration interface provides a tool to ingest 

a list of changes in taxon concepts. Every change can 

be done by choosing a change operation such as merg-

ing, replacing, and splitting, and then assign a concept 

or a value to the required properties. After that, the us-

ers can state the relationship between changes in the 

case where one change relates to another change by 

linking them with a property named cause, effect, or 

detail. Finally, the prototype allows users to prepare 

metadata of these changes, such as a begin time point, 

an end time point, performers (e.g. researchers) who 

discovered the change, reporters who announced the 

change, and references such as academic papers. 

Apart from the administration interface, a user in-

terface is implemented for presenting the information 

of a taxon concept to users. The web page shows his-

torical information of a taxon concept including tem-

poral data, its evolutionary relationships, and links of 

its related concepts. The user has to specify a URI of 

taxon concept together with a particular time point. 

For example, a URL http://rc.lodac.nii.ac.jp/ltk/con-

cept.php?conept=http://lod.ac/species/Bubo_virgini-

anus&date=1998 -01-01T00:00:00Z leads to histori-

Fig. 10.  Prototype: Background information about the change 



cal information of the Bubo virginianus that was ac-

cepted in 1998. At that time, the species:Bubo_virgin-

ianus was classified into genus:Bubo. After the merg-

ing of the two genera, genus:Bubo and ex:Nyctea in 

1999, the species:Bubo_virginianus has technically 

been reclassified into a genus genus:Bubo_1999, as 

requested by a URL http://rc.lodac.nii.ac.jp/ltk/con-

cept.php?conept=http://lod.ac/species/Bubo_virgini-

anus&date=2000-01-01T00:00:00Z comprising tem-

poral information in 2000. Another example is indi-

cated by Figure 9 that shows temporal information of 

a species named species:Nyctea_scandiaca. This page 

includes three main sections. First, a photo of the spe-

cies is displayed together with its present status, en-

tered date, and expired date. Second, the historical 

data, which can be classification, description, label, 

etc., locates in the section “Context”. The last section 

“Linked Taxon Concepts” demonstrates the links to 

other related taxon concepts. Moreover, the back-

ground to the change of every temporal data and 

linked data is described when users choose a button 

labeled “i”. A web document titled “Background of 

the Change” appears and reveals the detail of change, 

reason behind the change, and metadata. The Figure 

10 presents the changes of the Nyctea scandiaca that 

was caused by the merging of the two genera, Bubo 

and Nyctea. It also gives reference information, such 

as, researchers, academic papers, website, etc. in order 

to confirm evidence of that particular change. 

3.3.2. Web Services 

In addition to the web application, there are LTK web 

services and a SPARQL endpoint that provide data to 

client applications. Example datasets were loaded into 

OpenRDF [25] storage via LTK web service. The 

SPARQL endpoint for querying the evolutionary rela-

tionships of a taxon concept can be accessed at 

http://rc.lodac.nii.ac.jp/ltk-service/sparql/ltk. This 

endpoint also offers the ability to query for temporal 

data of a taxon concept. However, LTK-Service pro-

vides a service to present N-Triples RDF of a taxon 

concept at a specific time point by requesting 

http://rc.lodac.nii.ac.jp/ltk-service/context/?concept= 

[taxonconcept]&time=[timepoint]; where [taxoncon-

cept] is the URI of a taxon concept, and [timepoint] is 

an input time point in XSD:dateTime format. The 

background knowledge of the change of two concepts 

is available at http://rc.lodac.nii.ac.jp/ltk-service/rea-

son/?concept1=[taxonconcept1]&concept2=[taxon-

concept2], where [taxonconcept1] and [taxoncon-

cept2] are URIs of two taxon concepts that are linked. 

4. Evaluation and Discussion 

In this study, we proved the feasibility of our approach 

by implementing a prototype. However, working with 

dynamic data consumes much system resources, 

which might affect the overall performance of a sys-

tem. Thus, in this section, the performance of our ap-

proach was evaluated by measuring query execution 

time. Moreover, we discussed the results of our model 

by demonstrating the prototype to people who work 

closely with biological data. 

 Performance Analysis 

Our model essentially transforms a basic triple con-

taining a subject, a predicate, and an object into a com-

plex structure to express an event of a change in either 

a concept or a triple along with the reference time. As 

it consumes many more triples than the traditional 

form to present the same fact, the issue of performance 

becomes a key point in this research. We therefore ver-

ified the model with a great number of data and eval-

uated the query execution time by making comparison 

between our approach and a simple query as a baseline. 

According to the second section, implementing one 

change operation requires at most seven triples. Addi-

tionally a few triples representing an aspect of time 

and metadata are used. In our experiment, we simu-

lated a unit of change containing several operations, 

including merging, splitting, replacing, renaming, re-

classifying, adding label, adding image, and giving 

synonym; there are nearly one hundred triples imple-

mented within one unit. The number of test data in the 

repository was increased to up to 1,000,000 triples. 

For every increase of 100,000 triples, we measured the 

performance and recorded all the results in a chart. All 

steps in this experiment were performed on Linux 

3.11.0-12 (64 bit) installed on an Intel quad-core i5 

3.40 GHz PC with 32 GB of memory. The changes in 

data were stored in OpenRDF SESAME Ver. 2.7.7. To 

optimize query performance, RDF Schema and Direct 

Type Hierarchy Inferencing were enabled, so se-

quence triples were automatically generated from ones 

containing properties rdf:type, rdfs:subClassOf, and 

rdfs:subPropertyOf. As a result, the dataset contains 

more than 5 million triples including inferred state-



ments. The RDF repository additionally built two in-

dexes: a subject-predicate-object-context (spoc) key 

pattern, and a predicate-object-subject-context (posc) 

key pattern, where a context is generally viewed as a 

graph name [25]. 

 

Fig. 11.  Query execution time in the dataset 

Our verification step was performed by comparing 

the result from our approach to baseline speed. To de-

termine the basic speed of the SPARQL engine in our 

test, a baseline experiment was conducted using the 

following simple SPARQL statement for searching in-

formation on a species: 

SELECT ?p ?o  

WHERE {  

 species:Nyctea_scandiaca ?p ?o . 

} 

Afterward, based on our approach, we made an in-

quiry for the same information on the same species 

that is valid at a given time by using LTK web services. 

As the result is returned in accordance with a time in-

put, the system has to produce the result on the fly de-

pended on the defined time point. The service trans-

forms data from dynamic RDF into static RDF using 

SPARQL statements together with semantic web rules 

as mentioned in the previous sections. The perfor-

mance was measured by recording the response time 

of the web method that was passed by parameters 

comprising a species URI and a time point. In order to 

have an accurate result in this testing, data caching was 

disabled and some query string parameter were 

changed every time.  

The result of the experiment are shown in Figure 11, 

which shows that the execution time from our ap-

proach is almost constant at about 0.039 second for 

every 100,000 input triples added into the repository, 

while the value from the baseline is approximately 

0.016 second. A closer look at the result indicates that 

our approach consumes slightly more execution time 

than a simple query by a millisecond unit. The results 

of our experiment provide confirmatory evidence that 

our framework is not causing application performance 

problems in software development, despite dealing 

with millions of data.  

 Outcome of using Linked Taxonomic Knowledge 

In addition to evaluating performance, to demonstrate 

the usability of our research, we described the main 

idea of this research and presented the prototype to re-

searchers who are involved with taxonomic data, and 

obtained positive feedback on the academic outcome. 

We had discussions with researchers who employ 

taxonomic knowledge in their fields of work, for in-

stance, agriculture, botany, forestry, medical science, 

plant physiology, and zoology. They agreed that, in 

practice, they always find inconsistent information 

about taxa when they study data across different re-

search institutes. The benefit driven by the manage-

ment of the change in taxon concepts, such as present-

ing the evolutionary relationship between taxon con-

cepts, temporal information about them, and the un-

derlying knowledge to that change, was convenient for 

gathering correct data along with precise context; so it 

reduced confusion and helped avoid misunderstanding 

arising with respect to taxonomic data. However, they 

are concerned that the number of taxon concept 

changes is very large. Most of the changes involve lit-

erature data, which are not centralized, so performing 

data conversion requires much effort. In this case, 

someone who understands the taxon concept together 

with computer science is required in order to trans-

form human-readable data into RDF. 

In discussions with linked-data specialists, with re-

spect to the preservation of the changes to and the link-

ing of taxon concepts using well-known ontologies, 

especially SKOS, it was considered a good idea to 

conduct research on the management of biodiversity 

information. They suggested that we consider method-

ologies that can persuade taxonomists to reorganize 

their data as structured data and publish them through 

LOD. 



5. Conclusions 

Our paper presents a logical model and ontology for 

linking taxon concepts that comprise a series of 

changes, a diversity of taxonomic classifications, and 

a variety of scientific names. For the purpose of link-

ing data, we developed our model by employing an 

ontology of contextual knowledge evolution together 

with widely accepted ontologies such as LODAC and 

SKOS. Therefore, our model can deal with both dy-

namic and static information represented in RDF and 

hence can trace the history of the taxon concept. In ad-

dition, we implemented a prototype that utilizes the 

proposed model in order to publish the taxonomic in-

formation to LOD Cloud. As a consequence, other ap-

plications that need linked taxon concepts can readily 

connect to these data. Moreover, we implemented a 

knowledge base using Jena’s inference engine and 

Open RDF’s storage for computing data, and we pro-

vided a web application to record and present the in-

formation. The result of our prototype demonstrates 

that our approach is feasible and suitable for satisfying 

the need to link the large amount of taxonomic data 

across repositories in order to discover a broader 

knowledge of biology. 

Our approach is currently continuing with the 

model representing the change in taxon concepts. To 

carry out this research in real-world situations requires 

that a large amount of data be imported into an infor-

mation system. Future work will propose strategies to 

influence the community of taxonomists to contribute 

their dynamic knowledge in RDF. These schemes may 

require more knowledge related to computer–human 

interaction, natural language processing, and social 

networks. 
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Appendix 

Operations provided by LTK ontology and their pa-

rameters have been declared in the following list. An 

italic symbol in the parentheses of each parameter in-

dicates its cardinality for every operation. The symbol 

“(1)” allows only one value, the symbol “(2..*)” ex-

pects at least two values required, and the symbol 

“(0..1)” presents one optional value. 

 ltk:TaxonMerger 

Description For merging some taxon concepts 

(before) into one concept (after). 

Parameters  cka:conceptBefore (2..*) 

 cka:majorConceptBefore (0..1) 

 cka:conceptAfter (1) 

Example 

input RDF 

ex:ch  rdf:type  ltk:TaxonMerger . 

ex:ch  cka:conceptBefore  

  ex:be1, ex:be2 ; 

 cka:majorConceptBefore 

  ex:mb0 ; 

 cka:conceptAfter  ex:af1 . 

Example 

result 

ex:be1 ltk:mergedInto  ex:af1 . 

ex:be2 ltk:mergedInto  ex:af1 . 

ex:mb1  ltk:majorMergedInto ex:af1. 

Example 

entailment 

ex:be1 skos:relatedMatch  ex:af1 . 

ex:be2 skos:relatedMatch  ex:af1 . 

ex:mb0  skos:closedMatch ex:af1. 

 ltk:TaxonSplitter 

Description For splitting a taxon concept (before) 

into new concepts (after). 

Parameters  cka:conceptBefore (1) 

 cka:conceptAfter (2..*) 

 cka:majorConceptAfter (0..1) 

Example 

input RDF 

ex:ch  rdf:type  ltk:TaxonSplitter . 

ex:ch  cka:conceptBefore ex:be1 ; 

 cka:conceptAfter 

  ex:af1, ex:af2 ; 

 cka:majorConceptBefore 

  ex:ma0 ; 

Example 

result 

ex:be1 ltk:splitInto  ex:af1 . 

ex:be1 ltk: splitInto  ex:af2 . 

ex:be1  ltk:majorSplitInto ex:ma0 . 

Example 

entailment 

ex:be1 skos:relatedMatch  ex:af1 . 

ex:be1 skos:relatedMatch  ex:af2 . 

ex:be1 skos:closedMatch  ex:ma0 . 



 ltk:TaxonReplacement 

Description For replacing one taxon concept (be-

fore) to another one (after). 

Parameters  cka:conceptBefore (1) 

 cka:conceptAfter (1) 

Example 

input RDF 

ex:ch  rdf:type  ltk:TaxonReplacement . 

ex:ch  cka:conceptBefore ex:be1 ; 

 cka:conceptAfter  ex:af1 . 

Example 

result 

ex:be1 ltk:replacedTo  ex:af1 . 

 

Example 

entailment 

ex:be1 skos:exactMatch  ex:af1 . 

 ltk:ChangeHigherTaxon 

Description For reclassifying a taxon concept 

(child) by moving from a higher con-

cept (before) to another one (after). 

Parameters  cka:child (1) 

 cka:parentBefore (1) 

 cka:parentAfter (1) 

Example 

input RDF 

ex:ch rdf:type ltk:ChangeHigherTaxon . 

ex:ch  cka:child  ex:c1 ; 

 cka:parentBefore ex:p1 ; 

 cka:parentAfter   ex:p2 . 

Example 

result 

ex:c1 ltk:higherTaxon  ex:p2 . 

ex:p2 ltk:lowerTaxon  ex:c1 . 

Example 

entailment 

ex:c1 skos:broaderTransitive ex:p2 . 

ex:p2 skos:narrowTransitive ex:c1 . 

ex:c1 species:hasSuperTaxon ex:p2 . 

 ltk:SynonymLink 

Description For identifying a synonym (target) of 

a taxon concept (source). 

Parameters  cka:sourceConcept (1) 

 cka:targetConcept (1) 

Example 

input RDF 

ex:ch rdf:type ltk:SynonymLink. 

ex:ch  cka:sourceConcept  ex:c1 ; 

 cka:targetConcept ex:c2 . 

Example 

result 

ex:c1  ltk:synonym  ex:c2 . 

ex:c2  ltk:synonym  ex:c1 . 

Example 

entailment 

ex:c1  skos:exactMatch  ex:c2 . 

ex:c2  skos:exactMatch  ex:c1 . 

ex:c1  species:hasSynonym  ex:c2 . 

ex:c2  species:hasSynonym  ex:c1 . 

 ltk:SeniorSynonymLink 

Description For identifying a senior synonym (tar-

get) of a taxon concept (source). 

Parameters  cka:sourceConcept (1) 

 cka:targetConcept (1) 

Example 

input RDF 

ex:ch rdf:type ltk:SeniorSynonymLink. 

ex:ch  cka:sourceConcept  ex:c1 ; 

 cka:targetConcept ex:c2 . 

Example 

result 

ex:c1  ltk:seniorSynonym  ex:c2 . 

ex:c2  ltk:juniorSynonym  ex:c1 . 

Example 

entailment 

ex:c1  ltk:synonym  ex:c2 . 

ex:c2  ltk:synonym  ex:c1 . 

ex:c1  skos:exactMatch  ex:c2 . 

ex:c2  skos:exactMatch  ex:c1 . 

ex:c1  species:hasSynonym  ex:c2 . 

ex:c2  species:hasSynonym  ex:c1 . 

 ltk:HomonymLink 

Description For identifying a homonym (target) of 

a taxon concept (source). 

Parameters  cka:sourceConcept (1) 

 cka:targetConcept (1) 

Example 

input RDF 

ex:ch rdf:type ltk:HomonymLink. 

ex:ch  cka:sourceConcept  ex:c1 ; 

 cka:targetConcept ex:c2 . 

Example 

result 

ex:c1  ltk:homonym  ex:c2 . 

ex:c2  ltk:homonym  ex:c1 . 

 ltk:CorrectSpellingLink 

Description For identifying an accepted concept 

(target) that is a correct spelling of a 

taxon concept (source). 

Parameters  cka:sourceConcept (1) 

 cka:targetConcept (1) 

Example 

input RDF 

ex:ch rdf:type ltk:CorrectSpellingLink. 

ex:ch  cka:sourceConcept  ex:c1 ; 

 cka:targetConcept ex:c2 . 

Example 

result 

ex:c1  ltk:correctSpelling  ex:c2 . 

Example 

entailment 

ex:c1  skos:exactMatch  ex:c2 . 

ex:c2  skos:exactMatch  ex:c1 . 
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